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[Letter   from   the   chairs] 

 

To   the   dear   attention   of   the   delegates   of   the   DISEC   committee.  

 

Good   morning! 

 

First and foremost, we wholeheartedly welcome you to the 2017 edition of the Hamburg Model UN,                

and more specifically to the committee for Enhancing the Disarmament and International Security             

(DISEC).  

 

One conference, 25 hours of sessions, 4 days, 2 topics, 80 delegates, one shared vision: be present                 

and involved, blossoming into sessions of fruitful, challenging and intellectually stimulating           

debates.  

 

As a delegate of a country, we would ask you to have familiarized yourself before the conference                 

with the position on the topic at hand of the country that you were assigned. As we are sure you                    

already know, your task is to represent your country’s interests diligently and accurately, arguing for               

their objectives and aims. Through formal debates and informal negotiations behind the scenes, you              

will push for your country’s agenda and strike diplomatic deals with representatives of other              

sovereign states. Although, we trust in your sense of balance and we invite you to see these meeting                  

as an opportunity for negotiation and the successful finding of an agreement that allows everyone to                

leave   the   room   with   a   sense   of   satisfaction   for   the   successes   that   have   been   achieved. 

 

To conduct the debate, we will make use of the HamMUN 2017 Rules of Procedure (RoP): Please                 

do familiarize yourself with them, in order to ensure for yourself a pleasant and fruitful time in the                  

committee.  

 

From our side, we will make sure that you are provided with the best possible environment that can                  

serve you as a trampoline to achieve the goals that you posed for yourself, a cooperative                

environment where you are allowed to lead and negotiate agreements that will satisfy the room as a                 

whole. We will listen, communicate efficiently, be passionate and consistent, intervene only when             

and if it is absolutely necessary, have a good understanding of the happening in the room, be                 
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rational and reasonable, trust but verify; but, above all, make sure we constantly learn from you and                 

enjoy   the   discussions.  

 

We will be available at all times during session times, of course; but please do not hesitate to                  

contact   us   before   the   conference,   should   you   have   any   question   or   concern. 

  

Head-chair   Ms.   Brooker   Sabrina   –   brooker.sabrina@gmail.com 

Co-chair   Ms.   Heberer   Helena   –   helenaheberer@posteo.de 

Co-Chair   Ms.   Debernardi   Virginia   –    secretary-general@myunsa.org 

 

As for now, we would like to wish you a fruitful preparation, while enthusiastically waiting for the                 

fun   than   HamMUN   2017   will   bring   about.  

 

Kind   Regards;  
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Introduction   to   the   Chairboard 

 
Helena   Herberer 

Helena pursues her master's degree in Political Science at the          

University of Cologne, focussing on International Relations       

and European studies. During the past four years, MUN has          

taken her all around the world. Still, HAMMUN is one of her            

favourite conferences and she has been participating every        

year since 2015. Back home in Cologne, she is currently          

working as Secretary-General on the very first edition of         

CologneMUN,   which   will   take   place   in   June   2018. 

 

Sabrina   Brooker 

Sabrina Brooker is currently in her final bachelor year of          

European Law at Maastricht University. Although originally       

half British half Thai, she spent a good portion of her life in             

Belgium. She began her MUN career in 2014 and was the           

2016-2017 Head of Delegations for UNSA Maastricht. She is         

very excited to be returning to HamMUN for the third time           

and is ecstatic to be chairing with her good friend and MUN            

partner in crime, Debe. She looks forward to meeting you all           

in November and is confident that you will have a phenomenal time both inside and outside of the                  

committee. 

 

Virgina   Debernardi 

Born in Torino, Italy, Virginia Debernardi – fondly known as          

‘Debe’ – had and still has a passion for travel that has lead her              

to extensively discover and dive into plenty of different cultures          

and realities around the world. In May 2013, she has entered the            

Model United Nations world – and she has never left since. She            

is currently enrolled in the first year of the European Law           

bachelor at Maastricht University. Within the UNSA 2017-2018        

board she will be responsible for the EuroMUN 2018         
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conference, in the quality of Secretary General and Conference Manager. Besides being Italian, she              

will   not   get   offended   when   someone   says   ‘I   like   pasta   with   ketchup 
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Topic   1:   Limiting   the   arms   trade   from   third-party   states   in   conflicts 

 
A.    Introduction  

The discussion of the topic revolves around the role of the arms trade from third-state parties to                 

conflicts that include state and non-state actors. It has been widely recognized that uncontrolled              

arms flow to state and non-state parties contribute to the respective conflict, fueling armed violence               

and insecurity around the world  Much of the attention has focused on preventing flows of small                1

arms and light weapons from third-party states to armed groups, terrorists, and criminals that are               

involved in the conflict. In recognition of the concerns of many states regarding the threat to peace,                 

security and stability posed by armed parties, several states have proposed or supported the              

inclusion in the Arms Trade Treaty of the prohibition on arms transfers or for all international arms                 

transfers to be authorized by exporting and importing states  . One of the solutions to the issue of                 2

Arms Trade is the Arms Trade Treaty, promoted by the United Nations Institute for Disarmament               

Research  . Such a treaty seems to be the most prominent agreement on which countries will               3

demonstrate   willingness   to   abide   by;   nevertheless,   it   has   been   subject   to   plenty   of   discussions  . 4

 

In a nutshell, the debate on this topic will deal with the possible means through which arms trade                  

should be limited, and whether it should be limited in the first place at all. The study guide will dive                    

into the topic as a whole, providing (a) an overview of the history that will explain how the topic                   

became as prominent as it is today, (b) the current context that will discover how this topic fits into                   

today’s framework of international political and economic relations, and (c) the hottest debated             

issues   of   the   topic,   leading   the   way   for   many   controversies.  

 

B. Development   of   the   Topic 

This is an ongoing controversial topic with a number of articles, debates, treaties and political               

tensions. The recent discussion on the use of British bombs to target civilians in Yemen has received                 

a lot of heat in the media  . The issues stem from the fact that governments remain primarily                 5

responsible for providing security and protecting their populations, keeping to the rule of law. That               

1 Policzer, P. and Yankey-Wayne, V., Armed Groups and the Arms Trade Treaty: Challenges and Opportunities, Latin                 
American   Research   Centre,   University   of   Calgary,   Armed   Groups   Project   Working   Paper   12,   Apr.   2009,   p.   12. 
2 Greene et al, Developing International Norms to Restrict SALW Transfers to Non-State Actors, (London: Biting the                 
Bullet,   Jan.   2006).  
3   "UNIDIR   :   Home." UNIDIR   :   Home.   N.p.,   n.d.   Web.   26   July   2017. 
4   "The   Arms   Trade   –   UNODA." United   Nations.   United   Nations,   n.d.   Web. 
5 "Yemen: US Bombs Used in Deadliest Market Strike." Human Rights Watch. N.p., 09 Dec. 2016. Web. 26 July 2017.                   
https://www.hrw.org/news/2016/04/07/yemen-us-bombs-used-deadliest-market-strike  
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is why they are expected to show responsibility in their decisions regarding international arms              

transfers. The ready availability of weapons and ammunition has led to human suffering, political              

repression, crime and terror among civilian populations. Irresponsible arms transfers can destabilize            

security in a region, enable the violation of Security Council arms embargoes and contribute to               

human rights abuses. The economic implications of the arms trade have been a controversial topic               

for   many   states.  

 

Although since the end of the Cold War there have been international transfers of major               

conventional weapons to armed groups operating in Afghanistan, Lebanon, Libya, Sri Lanka and             

Yemen, as well as private military companies that have acquired helicopters, armored vehicles, and              

other major conventional weapons, these evolved arms are argued to be commercialized on the              

black   market   but   originated   from   third-party   states.  6

 

One of the most interesting cases to take into analysis, is the conflict in Yemen. According to the                  

UN Office for the High Commissioner for Human Rights (UNHRC), over 11 332 civilians in               

Yemen were killed or wounded between March 2015 and October 2016. The Saudi-led coalition, in               

particular, has caused much harm were and has repeatedly used US-produced weapons in their              

attacks. US-produced weapons were used in two of the war’s deadliest incidents so far: the March                

15  attack on Mastaba market  , which killed at least 97 civilians, and the October 8 attack on                7

a  funeral hall in Sanaa  , the capital, which killed at least 100 people and wounded more than 500.                 8

Both attacks appear to have been war crimes. The United States has continued to transfer arms to                 

Saudi Arabia, ignoring the accusations directed at them in regards to the unlawful attacks that were                

made possible with their arms trade, making the US complicit in war crimes. About this all, the US                  

has defended its actions with the claim of not being a third-party state, but being actively involved                 

in the conflict and therefore authorized to conduct such actions. This claim was supported by their                

provision of targeting intelligence and refueling planes during bombing raids supporting the            

Yemenis   party  .  9

 

6   SIPRI   Arms   Transfers   Database,    http://www.sipri.org/databases/armstransfers/armstransfers .  
7 "Yemen: US Bombs Used in Deadliest Market Strike." Human Rights Watch. N.p., 09 Dec. 2016. Web. 26 July 2017.                   
https://www.hrw.org/news/2016/04/07/yemen-us-bombs-used-deadliest-market-strike  
8 "Yemen: Saudi-Led Funeral Attack Apparent War Crime." Human Rights Watch. N.p., 14 Oct. 2016. Web. 26 July                 
2017.    https://www.hrw.org/news/2016/10/13/yemen-saudi-led-funeral-attack-apparent-war-crime  
9   "Yemen:   US-Made   Bombs   Used   in   Unlawful   Airstrikes." Human   Rights   Watch.   N.p.,   09   Dec.   2016.  
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Staying on the Yemeni conflict, the UK was also accused to have supplied the Saudi-led coalition                

with arms. Indeed, following an investigation, the UN concluded that some of those civilians were               

killed by British-made bombs, sold to the Saudi dictatorship by the UK government. Since Saudi               

Arabia   took   part   in   the   Yemeni   conflict,   the   UK   has   granted   licensing   for   arms   worth   £3.3   bil  . 10

 

Although the conflict in Yemen and the effects of arms trade in it, is just one of the many examples                    

in which third party states commercialize arms enlarging the problem instead of being part of the                

solution. For instance, it results clear that a major role by arms trade is also played in the conflicts                   

in Libya, Syria and the Islamic State; or further in the past, we have seen the arms trade being                   

essential for all the interwar years dictatorships (see, for example, the German support to Franco in                

the Spanish Civil War)  , or the later dictatorships in the Latin Americas (The Argentinian              11

Desaparecidos whose forced disappearance could not have been performed without irregular import            

of arms - although not an exclusive Argentinian Phenomenon and then, nowadays, the supply of               12

ammunitions and IT knowledge sold to the Dictatorship of North Korea or to the government in                13

Venezuela (indeed, there have been accusations for years that Venezuela is supporting left wing              

guerrillas)  . Essentially, it could be solidly argued that in every conflict that ever occurred, whether               14

civil or international, in a more or less extensive manner, the trade of arms contributed to the harm                  

caused   by   the   parties   involved.  

 

C.    Current   Context  

As for now, the UN General Assemblies have been discussing a Treaty on the Arms Trade (TAT).                 

The preamble sustains that Governments remain primarily responsible for providing security and            

protecting their populations, keeping to the rule of law. National Governments, in fact, are expected               

to show responsibility in their decisions regarding international arms transfers  . Although, the main             15

issue that is currently object of debate is the extent to which a government can be held responsible                  

for the control over the arms trade coming into the country, when it is an active party in the conflict                    

10 Jones, Owen. "Britain Has Blood on Its Hands over Yemen | Owen Jones." The Guardian. Guardian News and Media,                   
08   Feb.   2017.   Web. 
11    "Treaty   of   Rapallo." Encyclopædia   Britannica.   Encyclopædia   Britannica,   Inc.,   n.d.   Web. 
12 Telégrafo, El. "Desde Londres, Solidaridad Con Ayotzinapa Y Los Desaparecidos En México."El Telégrafo. N.p., 28                
Sept.   2016.   Web. 
13  Griffiths, James. "North Korea Flouting Sanctions with Illegal Arms Trade, Report Finds."CNN. Cable News               
Network,   01   Mar.   2017.   Web. 
14    "War   Resisters'   International." Venezuela   and   the   Arms   Trade   |   War   Resisters'   International.   N.p.,   n.d.   Web. 
15  Policzer, P. and Yankey-Wayne, V., Armed Groups and the Arms Trade Treaty: Challenges and Opportunities, Latin                 
American   Research   Centre,   University   of   Calgary,   Armed   Groups   Project   Working   Paper   12,   Apr.   2009 
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and the trade of arms is directed to the non-state party fighting against the governmental entity               16

.Indeed,   here   is   where   the   TAT   starts   from.  

 

The UN was faced with the negative impact of too lenient (if not inexistent) controls over arms                 

trade, and was made to react as for keeping up their main objective of assisting people all over the                   

world. The non-regulated trade of arms making weaponry become one of the most accessible means               

to produce harm, has produced an uncountable amount of human suffering, political repression,             

crime and terror among civilians – who are not a direct party in a conflict, but are those who will                    

have to live with the effect and destruction cause by it  . In addition to all these social aspects, the                   17

UN actions were also called by legal reasons: irresponsible arms transfers can destabilize security in               

a region and enable the violation of Security Council arms embargoes  . What followed was an               18

economic rationale: investment is discouraged and development disrupted in countries experiencing           

conflict and high levels of violence, which also affect their ability to attain the Sustainable               

Development Goals  . As of all this, the Arms Trade is an issue that should be talked as a matter of                    19

urgency.  

 

Nevertheless, the Treaty on Arms Trade that is currently under debate, lacks the coverage of a very                 

important aspect to the problem: the prohibition (or regulation) of arms trade initiated from a               

third-party state to the conflict, but directed to the non-state actors. The issues in these regards are                 

quite few. First and foremost, there is no universally accepted definition of a non-state actor.               

Furthermore, the issue of prohibiting transfers to non-state actors, or for arms transfers only to be                

conducted by state authorized entities, has not been included in the content of the TAT. There are, in                  

fact, four main inputs that deserve consideration on the issue of including a prohibition of arms                

transfers to non-state actors in the TAT: (1) the providing of calls from governments for the                

inclusion of the prohibition of arms transfer to non-state actors in the agreement; (2) the failure of                 20

efforts to secure a global agreement on a prohibition of unauthorized small arms and light weapons                

16  Greene et al, Developing International Norms to Restrict SALW Transfers to Non-State Actors, (London: Biting the                 
Bullet,   Jan.   2006) 
17 Policzer, P. and Yankey-Wayne, V., Armed Groups and the Arms Trade Treaty: Challenges and Opportunities, Latin                 
American   Research   Centre,   University   of   Calgary,   Armed   Groups   Project   Working   Paper   12,   Apr.   2009 
18   "Sanctions   List   Materials   Security   Council   Subsidiary   Organs." United   Nations.   United   Nations,   n.d.   Web. 
19  Zimmermann@stlouisfed.org, and Charles H. Anderton. "Economics of Arms Trade."Handbook of Defense            
Economics.   Elsevier,   01   Jan.   1995.   Web. 
20  Report of the Group of Governmental Experts to examine the feasibility, scope and draft parameters for a                  
comprehensive, legally binding instrument establishing common international standards for the import, export and             
transfer   of   conventional   arms,   UN   Doc.   A/63/334,   26   Aug.   2008,   Para.   17 
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transfers to non-state actors; (3) the highlighting of the main challenges of including a prohibition               21

on transfers to non-state actors in an ATT  : (a) defining the non-state actors  , (b) opposing to a                 22 23

blanket prohibition on mere moral grounds  , as well as (c) outlining approaches in existing              24

international instruments that prohibit the transfer of arms to non-state actors; and finally (4)              

considering options for tackling the issue of preventing transfers of arms to non-sate parties that are                

liable for the misuse of these arms in violations of human rights or in limitation of international                 

peace,   security   and   stability  . 25

 

Overall, the main challenges that a potential TAT is facing are: the defining of a non-state actor                 

entity, the overcoming of an opposition of a coalition of states to a definitive, complete and absolute                 

ban on arms transfers to non-state actors, the composition of a risk assessment criteria to prevent                

illicit   arms   transfer,   the   using   of   the   TAT   to   promote   transparency   and   confidence-building.  

 

D.    Discussion   of   the   Problem  

As was earlier mentioned, the UN is currently entertaining important discussions in regards to the               

solving of the issues at hand. States have, of course, taken different positions in regards to the TAT                  

and the general concern, and such positions are called by three different rationales that are               

explained   below.  

 

Reasoning with a rationale based on economics, governments that are arms producers and exporters              

regret the existence of a limit on the trade of arms. Indeed, according to an Amnesty International                 

report, the US, Russia and a number of European countries  supplied large quantities of weapons to                

repressive government s in the Middle East and North Africa during the Arab Spring. The human               26

rights group reports that in the five years preceding the Arab spring $2.4bn worth of small arms,                 

tear gas, armored vehicles and other security equipment was sold to five countries that have faced or                 

21    US   Department   of   State,   Elements   of   an   Arms   Trade   Treaty   Fact   Sheet,   4   June   2010,   <http://www.state. 
gov/t/isn/rls/fs/148314.htm>. 
22   Garcia,   D.,   ‘Arms   transfers   beyond   the   State-to-State   realm’,   International   Studies   Perspectives,   10,   2009 
23    Bellal,   A.,   Casey-Maslen,   S.   And   Giacca,   G.,   Implications   of   International   Law   for   a   Future   Arms   Trade 
Treaty,   UNIDIR   Resources,   Ideas   for   Peace   and   Security,   p.   6,   <http://unidir.org/pdf/activites/pdf17- 
act537.pdf>. 
24 Greene et al, Developing International Norms to Restrict SALW Transfers to Non-State Actors, (London: Biting the                 
Bullet,   Jan.   2006), 
25   Clapham,   A.,   Human   Rights   Obligations   of   Non-State   Actors   (Oxford:   Oxford   University   Press   2006) 
26   Hill,   Gregg   Carlstrom   and   Evan.   "Tracing   the   Middle   East   Weapons   Flow." Al   Jazeera   English.   N.p.,   n.d.   Web. 
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are facing popular uprisings: Bahrain, Egypt, Libya, Syria and Yemen  . These sales were provided              27

by at least 20 governments including Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, France,             

Germany, Italy, Russia, the UK and the US  . It finds that US is the biggest arms supplier to Egypt,                   28

providing the government with both military and law enforcement equipment that is worth $1.3bn  .              29

It can clearly be concluded that, following a purely economic rationale, very few countries would be                

willing to undersign and stand by a prohibition of arms trade as it would seriously harm the                 

economy of both the exporting state - as it would lose profits - and the importing state - as arms                    

would   suddenly   see   an   increase   in   prize,   after   a   ban   due   to   higher   demand   and   lower   supply.  

 

What follows the previous thoughts are a question of moral standards: do the governments let               

business come before the value of human rights? According to an Amnesty International report,              

there are 10 states whose governments are licensed to the supply of weaponry, ammunition and               

related equipment to Libya since 2005 - these include Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, Russia,              

Spain and the UK. The report also argues that India authorized the supply of armored vehicles to                 

Syria, while France sold ammunitions between 2005 and 2009 and Russia is also a main supplier to                 

the Assad regime in Syria. The report was written with a pending international arms trade treaty in                 

view. UN members voted on forming an arms trade treaty by an overwhelming majority of 153                

countries in favor and only one country against it on October 30, 2009  . The goal of this treaty is to                    30

regulate the global arms market in order to prevent weapons reaching the hands of those who would                 

use them to undermine stability, harm development and abuse human rights. But does business              

come before humanitarian principles, nevertheless? And can the arms trade really be controlled by             

an   international   treaty? 

 

The main supporters of the TAT will argue that a regulation of the arms trade is fundamental for the                   

prevention of human rights abuses and protection of the livelihood of the people around the world.                

There is a strong connection between the trade of arms and poverty. In fact, there is evidence that                  

the poorly regulated arms trade impedes socio-economic development. It is estimated that armed             

violence costs Africa $18 billion per year. This is approximately equivalent to the annual sums of                

27 Ivan Angelovski in Belgrade, Miranda Patrucic in Sarajevo and Lawrence Marzouk in London. "Revealed: The £1bn                 
of   Weapons   Flowing   from   Europe   to   Middle   East." The   Guardian.   Guardian   News   and   Media,   27   July   2016.   Web. 
28 "Arms Sales: Who Are the World's 100 Top Arms Producers?" The Guardian. Guardian News and Media, 02 Mar.                  
2012.   Web 
29   "US   Report:   Egypt   Topped   Developing   Countries   in   Arms   Imports   in   2015." مدى   مصر.   N.p.,   n.d.   Web 
30 Story, Inside. "Arms Trade: Business before Human Rights?" Arms Trade: Business before Human Rights? - Al                
Jazeera   English.   N.p.,   n.d.   Web 
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development aid to the entire continent. Armed conflict shrinks an African nation’s economy by 15               

per cent  . Violence and instability, and the crime levels to which they contribute, discourage              31

outside investment. Nearly one million of the 7–8 million firearms produced every year are lost or                

stolen  . Additionally, corruption in the defense industry is estimated to cost society $20 billion per               32

year  . The US Department of Commerce estimates that corruption in the arms trade accounts for               33

approximately 50 per cent of all corrupt transactions globally, despite the fact that the value of arms                 

traded annually does not exceed 1 per cent of global trade  . Corruption and bribery leads to higher                 34

transactional and hidden costs, often representing a high percentage of the contract total value for               

the companies  . The supporters of the TAT will indeed argue that the economic rationale is not as                 35

valid as the poverty that the arms trade brings about, largely triumphs on the gain that a state can                   

make on selling arms; in fact, looking at the overall gain in society, we would all be richer and more                    

developed   with   a   regulation   of   arms   trade. 

 

Lastly, a legal reasoning can be argued. There is no specific rule that explicitly violates the trade of                  

arms. Indeed, all states are sovereign and are equally free to enter into economic and/or trade                

relationships with any other sovereign state, in regards to any matter (including arms trade),              

provided that both parties to the agreement have the legal independence to do so. So, following this                 

line of thought, it is very hard to find a legal basis on which develop the TAT, and this is indee¢d the                      

grounds of nullity argued by the states that are against the treaty as a whole. Although, on the other                   

hand, Art. 14 of the UN charter allows the GA to decide upon recommendation of measures for the                  

peaceful adjustment of any situation, which it deems likely to impair the general welfare or friendly                

relations among nations. Arguably, the trade of arms (as explained above) does indirectly fuel the               

conflict, so it can be categorized as a situation that threatens the peaceful relations between states                

and therefore the GA is allowed to take actions in its regards (i.e. the TAT). Additionally, in the                  

Nicaragua case (a case against the United States, concerning the military and paramilitary             36

activities in and against Nicaragua, brought before the jurisdiction of the International Court of              

Justice in 1986), the ICJ reasoning expands on the concept of customary law in regards to rights and                  

31    Oxfam,   2007,   ‘Africa’s   missing   billions:   International   arms   flows   and   the   cost   of   conflict’. 
32 "The Arms Trade and the Incidence of Political Violence in Sub-saharan Africa, 1967-97." Journal of Peace Research.                 
N.p.,   n.d.   Web 
33    "Industry   Integrity." Transparency   International   Defence   &   Security.   N.p.,   n.d.   Web 
34    "War   Resisters'   International." Corruption   and   the   Arms   Trade   |   War   Resisters'   International.   N.p.,   n.d.   Web. 
35    "1.   Corruption   and   the   Arms   Trade:   Sins   of   Commission." SIPRI.   N.p.,   n.d.   Web. 
36 Case concerning military and paramilitary activities in and against Nicaragua (Nicaragua v the United States of                                 
America) (Merits) International Court of Justice, 27 June 1986; excerpt: para 18-25 (facts), 102-116, 172-212,                             
246.   customary   law,   self-defense,   use   of   force,   (I.C.J.   Rep.   1986,   p.14) 
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duties of states. A few points that the ICJ brings about in paragraph 191, are relevant to the                  

concerns at hand: (1) every state has the duty to refrain from the threat or use of force, (2) Every                    

state has the duty to refrain from any forcible action which can deprive people of human rights and                  

fundamental freedoms; (3) every state has the duty to refrain from supporting or encouraging the               

organization of irregular forces or armed bands. Clearly a trade of arms would directly or indirectly                

violate all there three principles, that according to the ICJ, legally bound all States as of their being                  

part of customary law. Consequently, it could be argued that the trade of arms is already illegal,                 

without the need of a TAT, as it is de facto a violation of the latter principles. Nevertheless, each                   

state has the right to undersign only what it is willing to stand by and at an international level there                    

is a lack of institution that serves to the enforcement of the law; in fact, all the principles just                   

explained are binding on states but the disrespect of these is poorly regarded – this is why some                  

advocates of the TAT are pushing for a further written and signed prohibition of the arms trade,                 

despite   it   being   already   existent. 
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Topic   2:   The   Role   of   Private   Military   and   Security   Companies   (PMSCs)   in   Armed   Conflict 

 
A.    Introduction 

Private Military and Security Companies (PMSCs) polarise – some demonise them, some believe             

them to be the future of peacekeeping. Particularly in peace enforcement operations, states are              

reluctant to send their own soldiers. PMSCs could fill the void. In fact, in recent years the use of                   

private military contractors in armed conflicts has increased considerably. They are employed by             

states to support their national armies, but also by intergovernmental organisations such as the              

United Nations  . Historically, however, the UN has not been thrilled about this idea, believing that               37

the   responsibility   to   protect   must   rest   with   states  . 38

 

In countries where international interventions are underway, PMSCs are most likely to be             

employed by governments, international organisations, NGOs and reconstruction firms. The US           

government arguably is the largest client, with the number of contractors in Iraq and Afghanistan               

equaling the number of US Army personnel. Other states, among them Germany, the UK, France,               

the Netherlands, Sweden, Norway and Poland also employ PMSCs as support for their own armies.               

In addition, international organisations, among them the UN, NATO and the EU, increasingly rely              

on   PMSCs   for   risk   assessments,   guarding   services,   logistics   and   life   support. 

 

37  Karska, E., & Karski, K. (2014). Introduction: The Use of Private Military and Securiy Companies by the United                   
Nations.   International   Community   Law   Review(16),   S.   399-404. 
38 Cameron, L. (2006). Private Military Companies: Their Status under International Humanitarian Law and Its Impact                
on   Their   Regulation.   International   Review   of   the   Red   Cross,   88(863),   S.   573-598. 
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There are economic as well as political reasons for this development. States argue that using               

PMSCs is considerably cheaper than maintaining large armies, where over time paying for             

obligations such as pensions and disability benefits, as well as military equipment before and after               

use, may add up  . However, outsourcing state competences impacts political accountability and            39

wrongdoing on the part of PMSCs in most cases goes unpunished. This occurs both because the                

environment in which PMSCs operate can be difficult to navigate, and because there are gaps in                

existing legislation. This is compounded by the problem of distinguishing the legal operations of              

PMSCs   from   prohibited   mercenarism  . 40

 

B. History   of   the   Topic 

1. Definition 

There is no single definition of what PMSC means, which results in differing assessments of the                

size, contribution and consequences of the military and security industry. Commonly, states            

distinguish between  Private Security Companies (PSCs) , which provide security and protective           

services,   and    Private   Military   Companies   (PMCs) ,   which   provide   military   support   and   training  . 41

 

However, this differentiation in practice is problematic. Due to mergers and acquisitions, a majority              

of the companies in the sector offers a range of services that is not limited to either security or                   

military purposes, but rather they perform both. In addition, they often provide relevant             

technologies   as   well   as   general   support   to   national   armies. 

 

Governments also often distinguish between companies that operate offensively and companies that            

operate defensively. This is misleading as well. First, the distinction between offensive and             

defensive military action does not exist in international law – both amount to “participation in               

hostilities”.   Second,   in   practice   it   is   not   always   possible   to   tell   offensive   from   defensive   behavior  . 42

 

Acknowledging this problem, the Montreux Document, signed by 53 states as well as by NATO, the                

EU,   and   the   OSCE,   defines   PMSCs   as:  

39    Dunigan,   Molly.   2011.   Victory   for   Hire:   Private   Security   Companies’   Impact   on   Military 
Effectiveness.   Stanford,   CA:   Stanford   University   Press. 
40   Karska   &   Karski   (2014) 
41  Transparency International Deutschland e.V. (2016). Capacity Gained - Accountability Lost? Establishing a Better              
Political   and   Regulatory   Framework.   Munich. 
42   Transparency   International   Deutschland   e.V.   2016. 
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“private business entities that provide military and/or security services, irrespective of how            

they describe themselves. Military and security services include, in particular, armed           

guarding and protection of persons and objects, such as convoys, buildings and other             

places; maintenance and operation of weapons systems; prisoner detention; and advice to            

or   training   of   local   forces   and   security   personnel.”  43

 

This study guide will refer to the entities we are dealing with here as PMSCs on the basis of this                    

definition. 

 

2. Reasons   for   Contracting   PMSCs 

Both economic and political factors may play into a government’s decision to contract a PMSC to                

support   its   national   army. 

 

After the end of the Cold War, obligatory military service in national armies has increasingly fallen                

out of fashion, so that national armed forces reduced the number of their personnel significantly.               

Today, many governments experience a lack of personnel and are therefore unable to provide              

sufficient troops to sustain international interventions. As a consequence, tasks such as the             

protection of military or refugee camps, humanitarian missions and local populations are outsourced             

to PMSCs  . As long-term outsourcing of certain military services becomes the norm, many armed              44

forces no longer have the expertise to maintain and operate advanced equipment. This creates a               

relationship   of   dependency   between   the   public   and   private   military   sectors. 

 

43   International   Committee   of   the   Red   Cross.   (2009).   The   Montreux   Document   on   pertinent   legal   obligations   and   good 
practices   for   States   related   to   operations   of   private   military   and   security   companies   during   armed   conflict.   Last   accessed 
August   11,   2017,   on 
www.eda.admin.ch/content/dam/eda/en/documents/aussenpolitik/voelkerrecht/Montreux-Broschuere_en.pdf 
44   Dunigan,   Molly   (2011).   Victory   for   Hire:   Private   Security   Companies’   Impact   on   Military 
Effectiveness.   Stanford,   CA:   Stanford   University   Press. 
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It is also often argued that PMSCs operate more cost-efficiently than national armies and that               

private contractors can provide the personnel and equipment that is too expensive for the national               

armies to acquire and maintain “just in case”  . However, there is some evidence against this.               45

Investigations into PMSCs operating in Iraq and Afghanistan suggest that taxpayer money has been              

wasted on a large scale as a result of corruption, subcontracting and so-called indefinite              

delivery/indefinite quantity (IDIQ) contracts, which provide for an indefinite quantity of supplies or             

services   for   a   fixed   period   of   time. 

 

Finally, as in most states governments are able to hire PMSCs without involving their parliaments               

or informing the public, PMSCs are used to mitigate the potential political fallout of unpopular               

military interventions. This has two political advantages: Executives sidestep the legislature, and its             

approval process, and thereby may adapt or step up interventions with the help of PMSCs as they                 

see fit. In addition, causalities among PMSC employees are generally not as widely publicized,              

which   creates   the   impression   that   interventions   have   a   lower   rate   of   casualties. 

 

 

 

45   Ibid. 
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3. Past   Problems   with   PMSCs 

(i) Afghanistan 

International PMSCs first arrived in Afghanistan after 9/11. The number of Afghan security firms              

increased rapidly during this time period as well. Since then, armed PMSC personnel have been               

implicated in violence against civilians and in extrajudicial killings, as well as human rights abuses,               

in particular the exploitation of civilians, including extortions, protection rackets, kidnapping,           

human trafficking, theft and looting  . Employees of international PMSCs have evaded criminal            46

prosecution abroad as well as at home. Afghan security firms were found to have been involved in                 

power struggles between competing clans, militias or warlords. Audits also revealed significant            

corruption,   waste   and   inefficiency. 

 

In 2010, the large presence of armed PMSCs and a number of problems that had emerged with                 

them, leading to a feeling of insecurity among the population, led to their prohibition in               

Afghanistan. A state-owned successor was created to fill the impending vacuum, but failed to meet               

the security demands of international actors and was finally closed in 2014. PMSCs have continued               

to   operate   in   Afghanistan   either   under   exception   licenses   or   to   carry   out   non-armed   services  . 47

 

 

 

These problems stem from insufficient transparency, accountability and control by clients, home            

states,   host   states   and   the   industry   itself. 

46 Petersohn, Ulrich. 2013. ‘‘The Effectiveness of Contracted Coalitions: Private Security Contractors in Iraq.’’ Armed               
Forces   &   Society   39   (3):   467-88. 
47   Transparency   International   Deutschland   e.V.   2016. 
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(ii) DR   Congo 

The UN peacekeeping missions MONUC (1999-2010) and MONUSCO (since 2010) have           

contracted a wide range of services, including unarmed security, transport and vehicle maintenance.             

However, the number of PMSCs licensed to work in the country has been fairly small, since the                 

government of the DRC has imposed legal restrictions on the use and operations of PMSCs,               

including   prohibitions   of   armed   security   guards   and   companies   not   registered   in   the   country. 

 

These efforts, however, have had adverse effects. The restriction of the private security sector has               

curtailed competition and led to weak standards, as local licensing in the DRC is not dependent on                 

professional vetting and training. As a result, international clients have to choose from a small               

number of locally registered firms that do not necessarily meet international criteria. Because access              

to the Congolese private security market is restricted to nationally registered firms, regional power              

brokers have become involved in the market. For instance, Model Makabusa used to be on the                

board of KK Security, a contractor that worked for MONUSCO. The Makabusa family is closely               

tied   to   the   Rwandan   government   and   several   groups   that   are   sponsored   by   it. 

 

The prohibition of privately hired armed guards has opened a market for public armed forces or                

police to be hired as additional security providers. This has exacerbated already existing corruption              
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and abuse in the public sector, where senior staff sometimes keep the proceeds of the contracting for                 

themselves. 

 

For these reasons, the attempts of the UN to improve contracting in the DRC have been ineffective.                 

In fact, the UN has knowingly hired substandard local PMSCs, not only in the DRC but also                 

elsewhere   in   the   world,   in   order   to   get   permission   from   a   host   state   to   operate   on   their   territory  . 48

 

(iii) Chad   and   CAR 

The European peacekeeping mission EUFOR, who were deployed to Chad and the Central African              

Republic in 2007, did not employ private security guards but did contract PMSCs for the               

construction   of   field   camps   and   for   the   provision   of   maintenance   services   and   real-life   support .  49

 

In this context, EUFOR employed the French state-owned company Economat des Armeés (EdA)             

as its prime contractor. EdA habitually subcontracted services to a small group of wealthy local               

wholesalers who were able to dictate prices and achieve large profit margins. This eventually drove               

family-based suppliers out of business  . EdA also paid relatively high wages even to unskilled              50

workers,   which   resulted   in   turmoil   on   the   local   labour   markets  . 51

 

4. Attempts   at   Regulation 

Past attempts at regulating private military and security contractors have mostly focused on             

mercenarism,   which   is   prohibited   under   international   frameworks.  

 

There are two international conventions aiming to eliminate mercenaries through the criminalisation            

of mercenary activities, known together as the mercenary conventions; the International Convention            

against the Recruitment, Use, Financing and Training of Mercenaries and the then Organization of              

African Unity – now the AU – Convention for the Elimination of Mercenarism in Africa  . In                52

48   Transparency   International   Deutschland   e.V.   2016. 
49 European Parliament. 2011. The Role of Private Security Companies (PSCs) in CSDP Missions and Operations. Last                 
accessed August 11, 2017 on http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/etudes/      
join/2011/433829/EXPO-SEDE_ET%282011%29433829_EN.pdf 
50 Strolz, Lorenz M. (2011): The Economic Effects of EUFOR/CHAD-RCA on the Local Economy of Eastern Chad, in:                  
Republik   Österreich   BMLVS   (ed.):   EUFOR/CHAD-RCA   Revisited,   pp.   129-40. 
51   Ibid. 
 
52  DeWinter-Schmitt, Rebecca (ed.). 2013. Montreux Five Years On: An Analysis of State Efforts to Implement                 
Montreux   Document   Legal   Obligations   and   Good   Practices. 
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addition, international humanitarian law (IHL) deals with mercenaries in Additional Protocol I of             

the   Geneva   Conventions.  

 

Although the definition of mercenaries in all of these documents is very similar, there is an                

important difference between the mercenary conventions and IHL regarding the consequence of            

being deemed a mercenary. Provided that states have implemented the required legislation, under             

the mercenary conventions persons who fulfil the definition of a mercenary can be prosecuted for               

the crime of being a mercenary. In contrast, under IHL being a mercenary in and of itself does not                   

constitute   a   crime,   however,   if   captured   a   mercenary   does   not   benefit   from   prisoner-of-war   status  . 53

 

Under Article 47 of Additional Protocol I, a mercenary is any person who fulfills the following six                 

conditions:  

 

“(a)   is   specially   recruited   locally   or   abroad   in   order   to   fight   in   an   armed   conflict; 

(b)   does,   in   fact,   take   a   direct   part   in   the   hostilities; 

(c) is motivated to take part in the hostilities essentially by the desire for private gain and, in                  

fact, is promised, by or on behalf of a Party to the conflict, material compensation               

substantially in excess of that promised or paid to combatants of similar ranks and functions               

in   the   armed   forces   of   that   Party; 

(d) is neither a national of a Party to the conflict nor a resident of territory controlled by a                   

Party   to   the   conflict; 

(e)   is   not   a   member   of   the   armed   forces   of   a   Party   to   the   conflict;   and 

(f) has not been sent by a State which is not a Party to the conflict on official duty as a                     

member   of   its   armed   forces.” 

 

However, this definition has widely been criticised as being virtually ‘‘unworkable’’ as six             

cumulative   conditions   have   to   be   fulfilled   in   order   for   a   person   to   be   considered   a   mercenary. 

 

 

 

53   Cameron.   2006. 
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C. Current   Context 

1. Responsibility   and   Accountability 

What were until recently regarded as responsibilities of the government are now being delegated to               

private service providers. With this shift, it is becoming increasingly difficult to attribute             

responsibility. A lack of transparency creates opportunities for corruption—the more so because            

most   military   interventions   now   occur   in   countries   where   corruption   is   rampant  . 54

 

Also, even in cases of grave breaches of international law and human rights, PMSC employees have                

usually been able to avoid prosecution. This is due first of all to a political unwillingness to hold                  

private military contractors accountable, however, there are also a number of legal loopholes in              

international   law   and   international   humanitarian   law   that   impede   prosecution. 

 

It should be noted, that even if PMSC employees were to be deemed civilians, they may nonetheless                 

be prosecuted for violations of IHL. Yet, the question whether employees of PMSCs are combatants               

is essential to answer for a number of reasons. First of all, it is important to determine whether                  

PMSC employees may lawfully participate directly in hostilities and, as a consequence, whether             

they are a legitimate military objective for opposing forces that can be attacked. If no, it follows that                  

PMSC employees who in fact participate actively in hostilities may be prosecuted for doing so, and                

could   even   potentially   be   deemed   mercenaries  . 55

 

According to the Third Geneva Convention, Art. 4A, combatant status may only be attributed to               

members   of   a)   the   armed   forces,   b)   a   militia   force   or   c)   a   volunteer   force   of   a   party   to   the   conflict. 

 

As PMSCs are private companies the whole point of which is to privatise some aspects of military                 

operations, it is inherent to the concept that their employees are not members of the armed forces  .                 56

In fact, examples from Iraq demonstrate that states who hired PMSCs tend to emphasise that the                

PMSCs’ employees are in fact civilians, so that states generally do not accept responsibility for their                

actions  . Yet, PMSCs “belong” to the armed forces in the sense that they are contracted to perform                 57

54  Transparency International. 2016a. Private military and security companies: A call for better regulation. Last accessed                
08/11/2017 
https://www.transparency.org/news/pressrelease/private_military_and_security_companies_a_call_for_better_regulation 
55   Cameron.   2006. 
56    DeWinter-Schmitt.   2013. 
57   Ibid. 
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services for them, so that they lack the independence to be considered a militia or volunteer force.                 

Therefore, PMC employees can usually not be considered combatants and may not participate             

actively in hostilities. It follows also that under IHL, PMSC employees are considered civilians.              

This   distinction   is   important   when   discussing   PMSCs.  

 

Nonetheless, there are several features of IHL that impede the implementation of regulatory             

schemes dealing with PMSC employees as combatants. Most importantly, the concept of what             

actually constitutes direct participation in hostilities is relatively fluent and still undefined. There is              

also a lack of distinction in IHL between fighting to attack and fighting to defend, so that it would                   

be   meaningless   to   stipulate   that   PMSC   employees   are   only   allowed   to   fight   to   defend  . 58

 

PMSC employees may be extended prisoner-of-war status if they accompany members of the armed              

forces and provide services such as building bases (GCIII, Art. 4A). It has been argued therefore                

that PMC employees are “quasi-combatants”, however, such a designation is not provided for under              

IHL  . 59

 

There are a number of ways to reaffirm the responsibilities of individuals under IHL. For instance,                

if PMCs were construed as state agents, human rights would be legally binding for them. It could                 

further be possible that human rights obligations are directly written into contracts states or state               

actor conclude with PMCs or even into the national licensing or regulatory schemes under which               

PMCs   are   registered. 

 

2. Subcontractors 

These problems are exacerbated as governments, NATO and the EU outsource contractor selection,             

management and control to prime contractors, generally large firms such as KBR, Supreme and              

Xeless, who subcontract part of their work to smaller firms. This results in long and intransparent                

subcontracting chains. In Afghanistan, suppliers of military and security services are often three or              

more levels removed from the original client. As result, international actors have inadvertently             

funded   corrupt   or   criminal   PMSCs,   warlords,   or   even   the   Taliban. 

58 Commentary Of 1987 Mercenaries - Treaties, States parties, and Commentaries - Additional Protocol (I) to the                 
Geneva Conventions, 1977 - 47 - Mercenaries - Commentary of 1987, last accessed May 07, 2017,                
https://ihl-databases.icrc.org/applic/ihl/ihl.nsf/1a13044f3bbb5b8ec12563fb0066f226/ffc84b7639b26f93c12563cd00434
156 
59    DeWinter-Schmitt.   2013. 
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This practice further weakens political and legal accountability. Not all governments and            

international organisations accept responsibility for subcontractors and oversight and monitoring is           

often   limited   to   the   first   level   of   subcontracting. 

 

3. PMSC   involvement   in   illicit   arms   trade 

One of the services many PMSCs offer is the procurement of arms. The presence of PMSCs in                 

conflict areas has been found to increase illicit arms trafficking, as PMSCs due to their unclear legal                 

status have been able to sidestep national or regional arms embargoes  . Where governments are              60

prohibited to sell weapons to certain states, regions or groups, there are no regulations that would                

ban private contractors from purchasing weapons and re-selling them into conflict zones. This             

problem is further exacerbated by the general lack of oversight and monitoring mechanisms,             

corruption, as well as the lack of common international standards for the training and vetting of                

PMSCs   and   their   employees  .  61

 

D. Discussion   of   the   problem 

1. Options   for   Regulation 

As of yet, there is no international regulatory framework for PMSCs. There is also no official                

formula that defines the government’s core military responsibilities, which could limit or prohibit             

the outsourcing of those responsibilities to private companies. Appropriate registration and           

licensing systems must be established to ensure that contracts with private actors are fulfilled in a                

professional manner and in accordance with international law  . There are three ways of doing so –                62

via   international   legal   regulations,   international   industry   self-regulation   or   national   regulations. 

 

(i) International   Legal   Regulations 

The status of the individuals, i.e. whether they are civilians or combatants, also determines the               

rights and obligations of individuals -- civilians enjoy special protection -- and whether violations              

are to be prosecuted under civilian or military jurisdiction. The problem becomes even murkier              

60 Sami Makki et al., "Private Military Companies and the Proliferation of Small Arms: Regulating the Actors,"  The                  
British American Security Information Council :,     
http://psm.du.edu/media/documents/reports_and_stats/ngo_reports/intlalert_biting-the-bullet-10.pdf.  
61   Ibid. 
62    Transparency   International.   2016a. 
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when PMCs are not contracted by states, but by corporations, intergovernmental organisations,            

NGOs   or   individuals  . 63

 

The member states are the military arm of the UN. The UN must not have its own military                  

contingents. Currently, the UN employs PMSCs to perform tasks relating to protection of buildings              

and convoys, risk assessment, training, logistical support and mine clearance, which often are             

provided by armed personnel. The distinction between security and military services can therefore             

often   be   difficult  . 64

 

The Working Group on the Use of Mercenaries as a Means of Violation Human Rights and                

Impeding the Exercise of the Rights of Peoples to Self-Determination has reached no consensus on               

how   to   regulate   PMSCs  . 65

 

(ii) International   Industry   Self-Regulation 

During the last few years the private security industry saw an increase in voluntary initiatives. The                

International Code of Conduct (ICoC), which is based on IHL and human rights, lays out rules for                 

the industry. The ICoC was established in 2010 as a result of a multi-stakeholder process involving                

PMSCs, governments and civil society organisations. Over 700 PMSCs have signed the ICoC but              

only   87   PMSCs   are   a   member   of   the   International   Code   of   Conduct   Association   (ICoCA). 

 

(iii)   National   Regulations 

Many host states have national regulations in place, which regulate the use of certain types of                

PMSCs. However, in weak, failing or failed states, where PMSCs are most often employed, it is                

doubtful whether such regulations can be implemented effectively. Governments are often unable to             

enforce the law they put in place and hold PMSCs and personnel accountable in case of                

wrongdoing. 

 

The US has a complex regime of regulations in place. During the aftermath of the scandals                

involving PMSCs working for the US government in Iraq and Afghanistan, the US assed a               

regulatory system for the contracting of PMSCs by US government agencies, as well as rules for                

63   Karska   &   Karski.   2014. 
64   Ibid. 
65 Working Group on the Use of Mercenaries as a Means of Violating Human Rights and Impeding the Exercise of the                     
Right   of   Peoples   to   Self-Determination.   2015. 
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monitoring and oversight and a licensing system for the provision of PMSC services abroad for               

clients other than US governmental agencies. However, regulation and oversight are split among             

several   different   bodies   and   were   found   to   contain   numerous   loopholes  . 66

 

The UK has no licensing system in place and the government seems unwilling to regulate PMSCs                

through governmental contracts. The same goes for Germany, whose regulatory regime is limited to              

firms   that   operate   within   Germany  . 67

 

E. Conclusion 

This study guide aimed to highlight some of the most central issues that are discussed in the context                  

of PMSC involvement in international conflict. However, the information provided here is by no              

means   exhaustive   and   should   only   be   considered   as   a   thought-provoking   impulse. 

 

The issues surrounding PMSCs are especially worrisome since their role is likely to increase even               

further in the future. While the private military and security economy is still growing at a high rate,                  

the range of these companies’ services will widen and national armies will become more dependent               

on PMSC. Even international organisations, among them the United Nations, have been forced to              

rely   on   private   contractors   in   order   to   fulfil   their   mandates. 

 

For this reason, the regulation of PMSCs is a very important and highly sensitive issue. The current                 

lack of effective oversight and accountability has led to numerous problems, including corruption,             

illicit   arms   trade,   as   well   as   grave   human   rights   abuses. 

  

66 Kees, A. 2011. Regulation of Private Military Companies. Goettingen Journal of International Law, 3(1), pp. 199-216.                 
Retrieved   from   http://www.gojil.eu/issues/31/31_article_kees.pdf 
67   DeWinter-Schmitt.   2013. 
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